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BRIEF
Design a retirement home for Keith (aged 60) and Kim (aged 57) in Design a retirement home for Keith (aged 60) and Kim (aged 57) in 
Knysna, considering their current and future needs. The couple, resid-
ing and working locally, intends to build a residence accommodating 
their two adult children abroad (aged 28 and 26) and potential guests. 
The site, characterized by a 12-meter sideways gradient, offers options 
for a single-story, double-story, or split-level design, as suggested by 
the builder. The focus is on the prominent front NW facing lagoon view, 
with a subtle sea view over the eastern head on the SW side. Additional-
ly, the design should factor in the couple's two cats, emphasizing adapt-
ability for the older occupants and versatile hosting capabilities.

CONCEPT
A harmonic blend of modern and contemporary, delicately paired with 
classical details and pops of colour, all nestled harmoniously within its 
A harmonic blend of modern and contemporary, delicately paired with 
classical details and pops of colour, all nestled harmoniously within its 
surroundings. Purposefully designed to embody an inviting and spa-
cious atmosphere, House gess offers the  perfect place for Kim and 
Keith to start a new chapter in their lives. With a split-level layout that 
highlights the natural beauty of the surroundings and cleverly integrates 
the home with the sloping terrain, it maximises the stunning views of the 
lagoon. Every corner of this house resonates with a balance of elegance 
and comfort, offering a sanctuary where modern design meets time-
lessness, creating an environment where new memories and cherished 
moments will undoubtedly flourish. 

FIRST PLACE
This project was a competition project in which I placed first. The house 
will be built in the upcoming years, and will showcase my design.
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RESIDENTIAL FAMILY HOME

Fernwood Estate | Knysna
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TOP STOR  FLOOR PLAN 
NTS

OTTOM STOR  FLOOR PLAN 
NTS



WEST AND SOUTH ELEVATIONS
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NORTH AND EAST ELEVATIONS
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FRONT OF HOUSE EXTERIOR
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BACK OF HOUSE EXTERIOR
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KITCHEN

SCULLERY

10

LIVING SPACE
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MAIN BEDROOM
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MAIN BATHROOM MAIN BEDROOM DRESSING ROOM
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A

B

C

A. Tv lounge
B. Guest bedroom

C. Granny flat
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UPSTAIRS FURNITURE AND MATERIAL CLUSTER

KITCHEN FURNITURE AND MATERIAL CLUSTER

DOWNSTAIRS FURNITURE AND MATERIAL CLUSTER



PHYSICAL SAMPLES BOARD
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BRIEF
Design your dream living space in Cape Town City bowl. Choose be-Design your dream living space in Cape Town City bowl. Choose be-
tween integrating your building between existing structures or starting 
fresh with demolition, adapting the elongated and narrow property with 
a street-facing entrance. As the client, your lifestyle narrative shapes the 
design. The rectangular space has internal dimensions of 4500 mm x 
11000 mm, spanning a ground floor, first floor, second floor, and rooftop 
garden. Connectivity options to neighbouring buildings are available, 
with access from the front and an optional rear courtyard.

CONCEPT
Welcome to 38 Glencoe Ave, my own classical haven, where warm neu-Welcome to 38 Glencoe Ave, my own classical haven, where warm neu-
trals blend with opulent accents to create timeless elegance. Plush, 
ornate furniture invites intimate conversations, complemented by classi-
cal architectural details and captivating statement pieces. Artwork and 
personal décor add sentimental value, while soft ambient lighting com-
pletes the cozy ambiance. Seamlessly integrating modern conveni-
ence, functional spaces reflect a balance of classical aesthetics and 
personal touches. 

2
RESIDENTIAL APARTMENT 

Boxed | Apartment G 
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ROUND FLOOR PLAN 
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SECOND FLOOR PLAN 
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THIRD FLOOR PLAN 
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ROOFTOP PLAN 
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DETAIL OF DINING ROOMDINING ROOM
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LIBRARYLOUNGE

OFFICE
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DRESSING ROOMBEDROOM
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MATERIALS BOARD

FURNITURE PIECES USED
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BRIEF
Design Time students, seize the opportunity to craft unique cabin de-Design Time students, seize the opportunity to craft unique cabin de-
signs for Stay Unique. The company plans six cabins near Cape Town 
in 2023, expanding nationally in 2024. Two cabins are underway, and 
the Design Time group's innovative designs are eagerly awaited. Se-
lected designs will be built, offering students the chance to experience 
the final product. Stay Unique provides professional photography and 
influencer content for student portfolios, offering exposure and career 
benefits. This is a prime chance for Design Time students to showcase 
creativity and gain industry recognition.

CONCEPT
The Eco Cabin at Cape Point Nature Reserve is a sustainable retreat de-The Eco Cabin at Cape Point Nature Reserve is a sustainable retreat de-
signed for a transformative experience in nature. Its minimalist architec-
ture and natural materials blend seamlessly with the surroundings, fos-
tering a deep connection with nature. The cabin's commitment to 
eco-conscious living, featuring solar panels and rainwater harvesting, 
ensures a minimal environmental impact. Guests enjoy luxurious com-
fort while contributing to environmental preservation. This private retreat 

unwind, recharge, and reconnect with nature. The Eco Cabin is a 
stand-out choice for those seeking an eco-friendly escape in Cape 
Point's stunning landscapes. The Stay Unique team is exploring the 
possibility of securing land for this cabin through collaboration with 
Cape Nature.

FIRST PLACE
This project was a group project in which my partner and I placed first. This project was a group project in which my partner and I placed first. 
Our design will be built in the upcoming years.

3
STAY UNIQUE

Commercial | Client project
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FLOOR PLAN 
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FIRST IMPRESSION EXTERIOR
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FIRST IMPRESSION INTERIOR
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FIRE HEATED TUB
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ENTRANCE SHOWING OUTDOOR TUB AND OUTDOOR EATING AREA VIEW INSIDE BATH
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NIGHT SCENE
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MATERIALITY

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

7.

8.

6.

1.

1.

2.
3.

OUTDOOR FURNITUREBEDROOM FURNITURE
1. Mistral ceiling fan, Selective fans / 2. Holding my breath, Kristen McClarty 
Art / 3. Marble tile cladding / 4. Custom made floating side tables / 5. Worm 
wall lamp, Weylandts / 6. All cushions from Hertex / 7. All plugs and switches 

from Leroy Merlin / 8. Taylor bench fibreguard @home / 
9. Cielo Kanona Jute & Cotton Rug.

1. Rectangular Aluminium Centre Pole Umbrella, Patio Warehouse / 2. 
THATCHANDSHADE Khaki Green Outdoor Lounger / 3.Vyne Outdoor 

9.

4.
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BRIEF
Run a competition with Design Time students whereby they put together 
a design scope for the city block fronting Strand, Loop, and Bree Street. 
Think residential conversion, new offices, campus, hotel, hostel etc – the 
world is your oyster. Main objective to be creative/quirky/different and to 
not play it safe.

CONCEPTCONCEPT
Introducing "The Den" – a sanctuary in the heart of the city, blending Introducing "The Den" – a sanctuary in the heart of the city, blending 
comfort, security, and tranquillity through thoughtful design, colour, and 
textures. Inspired by the city's heritage and spiritual places, statues, art, 
and colour subtly showcase its rich diversity. The lobby features a 
strength-symbolizing hand statue, symbolizing transformation from 
hardship to a city of acceptance. "The Den" is a modern, sleek, and in-
clusive apartment block catering to mid to higher income brackets. Em-

ments, a spa, gym, and a rooftop bar/pool with breathtaking city views. 
Incorporating inexpensive finishes, sustainability, and timeless design, 
"The Den" ensures elegance and invites lasting memories. The pro-
posed gym and spa on the 7th floor offer an outdoor feel, connecting to 
a rooftop with foliage and a small bistro setup. Apartments progressive-
ly become more luxurious, culminating in penthouses on the 15th floor 
with heightened ceilings, reflecting success and happiness. My focus 
will be on designing the studio apartments, a penthouse, rooftop ameni-will be on designing the studio apartments, a penthouse, rooftop ameni-
ties, and the lobby, aiming for a space that uplifts both residents and the 
surrounding area.

4
THE DEN BOXWOOD

Commercial | Client project
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FLOOR PLAN OF LO
NTS

FLOOR PLAN OF APARTMENTS
NTS

FLOOR PLAN OF ROOFTOP
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EXTERIOR FACADE
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APARTMENT CLOSET AND WALK THROUGH INTO BATHROOM 

APARTMENT KITCHEN AND DINING

LOBBY
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A

B

C

A. Apartment bedroom
B. Rooftop fireplace 

C. Rooftop bar
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48

1. Kentan tan pu chair by eleven past / 2. Luna Tulip Table Fibre Glass / 3. Stellar pendant light brass by eleven past / 4. Pale 2 seater speckle, @home / 5. Malaga coffee table, @home / 6. Miso 3 pendant light by eleven past / 7.Orta 
mirror in matte black (60 cm diameter) by Hertex Haus / 8. Amelia white rectangular counter top basin by Italtie / 9. Custom made vanity / 10. Vitra, Panton cantilever chair by Farfetch / 11. Cantilever umbrella, grey, by Cielo / 12. 

Hourglass stool polypropylene by Eleven plast / 13. Nairobi Lounger in Quartz by Hertex Haus /  14. Fila dining armchair, Mobilli / 15. Modernica Metal Dome Pendant light / 16. Marrakesh outdoor bistro table in carbon, by Hertex haus 
/ 17. Xanadu lounge chair and sofa, anthracite by Mobilli / 18. Flail Bench in Earth by Hertex Haus / 19. Avico suspension light - Black by Spazio / 20.Penthouse bathroom furniture cluster.

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

11.

12.

14. 15.

16.

17.13. 18.

19. 20.

ROOFTOP MATERIALITY LOBBY AND APARTMENTS MATERIALITY 



BRIEF
The 2023 brief acknowledges social media's real-world impact, cen-The 2023 brief acknowledges social media's real-world impact, cen-
tered on a wealthy content creator seeking to create an enticing space 
in Tankwa Karoo for film and social media crews. Design submissions 
must leverage the existing site's building, integrate PG Bison products, 
and address fundamental human needs using earth, fire, air, and water 
elements. The challenge lies in innovatively incorporating water in a 
desert setting. One must create out of the box spaces for sleeping, 
eating, socializing and bathing.

CONCEPT
Orions temple is a unique content creation retreat nestled in the pictur-Orions temple is a unique content creation retreat nestled in the pictur-
esque landscapes of the Karoo. This structure harmoniously blends the 
natural beauty of the region while including captivating Instagramable 
spaces. The central theme revolves around the awe-inspiring concept 
of stars and constellations, creating an enchanting atmosphere for con-
tent creators and social media enthusiasts. Orions temple is not just a 
place to stay; it's an immersive experience that intertwines the beauty of 

signed to spark creativity and elevate content creation, providing end-
less opportunities for capturing mesmerizing visuals that will leave both 
guests and their audiences in awe.

5
PG BISON, ORIONS TEMPLE
Conceptual | Competition project
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CONCEPT DIAGRAM BELOW:
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FRONT OF STRUCTURE
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BACK OF STRUCTURE NIGHT SCENE
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A

B

C

A. Lobby showcasing earth element
B. Kitchen showcasing earth element

C. Pool showcasing water element
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BEDROOM SHOWCASING AIR ELEMENT
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HIMALAYAN SALT ROOM SHOWCASING EARTH ELEMENT

BATHROOM SHOWCASING FIRE ELEMENT 
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BRIEF
CUBE Developers are looking for 3 beautifully designed and curated CUBE Developers are looking for 3 beautifully designed and curated 
‘show apartments’ in order for clients to select their chosen model for 
purchase. Your task is to design ONE of three ‘show apartments’. Re-
search the following interior design aesthetics and select one style. This 
aesthetic will govern your interior scheme broadly and must be carefully 
considered when designing your kitchen, bathroom, and cabinetry 
detail. the styles being between classical, contemporary, and minimal-

CONCEPT
The design for the ON Q apartment represents a natural contemporary The design for the ON Q apartment represents a natural contemporary 
space. Through influence of the Wabu Sabi style, I designed a well cu-
rated blend of contemporary elements and natural materials. Incorpo-
rating warm tones, wood, concrete and stone as well as contemporary 
art, iconic furniture and adequate lighting, resulted in a warm, well lit 
and sophisticated environment.

6
ON Q

Residential | First year project
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BEDROOM AND DRESSING ROOM
All scenes taken on sketch up and rendered on photoshop.
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A

B

C

A. Kitchen
B. Lounge

C. Bathroom
All scenes taken on sketch up and rendered on photoshop.
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FRONT ELE ATION OF KITCHEN
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KITCHEN FLOOR PLAN
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ELE ATION OF ATHROOM
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 ATHROOM FLOOR PLAN
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MATERIALITY
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BRIEF
The project aims to revitalize and reimagine the interior of Barnet Fair The project aims to revitalize and reimagine the interior of Barnet Fair 
Barbershop, contributing to the repositioning and enhancement of the 
brand's identity. The redesigned space intends to be contemporary, 
edgy, and pristine, harmonizing with the natural elements present, such 
as wood and stone, while eliciting a sense of freshness akin to discover-
ing a hidden gem within the city center. Uniqueness is a priority; the 
space should stand apart from any other in Cape Town, naturally spark-

space for barbers and a welcoming environment for clients, fostering a 
great experience for both parties.

CONCEPT
Barnet fair is a barbershop located in Cape town, Bree street. This 
space aims to bring an unforgettable experience to each client and with 
Barnet fair is a barbershop located in Cape town, Bree street. This 
space aims to bring an unforgettable experience to each client and with 
the following design this will be achieved. This design is chic, contem-
porary and memorable. From the map on the ceiling showing ones 
exact location, to the warm timber flooring underfoot, this barber shop 
interior plus its impecable service,  will never be forgotten.

SECOND PLACE
This project was a competition project in which I placed second. The This project was a competition project in which I placed second. The 
barbershop will be built in the near future and will feature elements of my 
design.

7
BARNET FAIR

Barber shop | Client project
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FURNITURE CLUSTER OF CUTTIN  STATION
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FIRST IMPRESSION 
All scenes taken on sketch up and rendered on photoshop.
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EXTERIOR ENTERANCE
All scenes taken on sketch up and rendered on photoshop.
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BRIEF
Luxury hospitality brand TINTSWALO, in collaboration with developers Luxury hospitality brand TINTSWALO, in collaboration with developers 
Zuckerman Sachs, has enlisted Architect Neal Sachs to lead the rede-
sign of the Westlake Golf Clubhouse. This dynamic partnership has af-
forded you, the designer, unparalleled creative freedom to re-imagine 
and curate the interior of this vibrant and entirely new space. Your task 
is to bring forth an original design aesthetic, crafting an environment 
that resonates with the club's sociable, active clientele. The club's allure 

exquisitely re-imagined facilities.

CONCEPT
Westlake Golf Course lies against the amethyst slopes of the Sil-
vermine mountains holding one of Cape Town’s Premier Cours-
es, my design replicates this sophisticated yet natural space, 
providing a cohesive blend of modern and old school elements.

8
WEST LAKE GOLF CLUB
Commercial | Client project
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MEM ERS AR  LOUN E AND DININ  FLOOR PLAN 
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HALFWA  HOUSE FLOOR PLAN 
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HALFWAY HOUSE
All scenes taken on sketch up and rendered on photoshop.
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MEMBERS LOUNGE BAR
All scenes taken on sketch up and rendered on photoshop.
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MEMBERS LOUNGE AND DINING
All scenes taken on sketch up and rendered on photoshop.
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DETAIL OF CLOSET MALE BATHROOM BASINS
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BATHROOM TOILETS AND SHOWERS
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BRIEF
Create an apartment for any chosen designer's of your choice, base the 
design on their prefernces, informed by thorough research. Utilize fin-
ishes and furniture selections that reflect the designer's distinctive style 
and aesthetic choices, ensuring a cohesive and personalized living 
space.

CONCEPTCONCEPT
I've chosen Cori Quinton as my designer, aligning the vision with her I've chosen Cori Quinton as my designer, aligning the vision with her 
minimalistic style. The design embraces natural elements like granite, 
screed, marble, and stone tile laminate for flooring, complementing 
accent pieces. Embracing a modern contemporary palette of greys, 
whites, blues, and yellows, inspired by Cori's prior work, the aim is a 
sleek, open-plan apartment. The focus is on minimalism, creating a 
fresh, clean, and inviting contemporary space.

9
APARTMENT PROJECT

Residential | First year project
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AXOMETRIC HAND DRAWING
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DESIGNERS APARTMENT | FLOOR PLAN
NTS

DESIGNERS APARTMENT |  ELEVATION AA
NTS

DESIGNERS APARTMENT |  ELEVATION BB
NTS
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BRIEF
Conceptualize,design+create a working table light it is important to 
bear in mind,the purpose of your light i.e. ambience or task. 

CONCEPT
This design is created to act as an exploded table lamp, in which the  This design is created to act as an exploded table lamp, in which the  
lamp shade has been pulled away from the bulb by the curved alu-
minuim rod. This lamp will act as a decorative table lamp, where the soft 
ambient light will reflect of the steel plate, bringing about a feeling of 
tranquililty and warmth into the space.

10
PRODUCT DESIGN

Light | First year project
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FRONT OF LI HT WITH DIMENSIONS

SIDE OF LI HT SHOWIN  FITTIN S USED
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 LIGHT USED IN LOUNGE
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PHOTOGRAPHY

External short photography course 

BRIEF
During the photography course led by INGE PRINS, our class was During the photography course led by INGE PRINS, our class was 
tasked with multiple assignments, including capturing a portrait of a 
friend, photographing the Winchester Boutique Hotel's exterior, and cre-
ating a self-portrait. Throughout the course, we gained valuable insights 
into harnessing natural light and ambient lighting techniques. Addition-
ally, we gained skills in utilizing cameras effectively and learned the art 
of composition by properly framing our subjects within the shot.
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THE WINCHESTER HOTEL
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PORTRAIT OF IMAN BEHARDIEN  SELF PORTRAIT 
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BRIEF
In this project, you'll create five seamless 200mm x 200mm textile de-In this project, you'll create five seamless 200mm x 200mm textile de-
signs using Photoshop, each to be displayed on an A3 submission tem-
plate at 1:1 and 1:4 scales. One design will be selected for digital fabric 
printing, emphasizing balance between positive and negative space 
and experimenting with color (with limitations on one design). Focus on 
flat solid colors while allowing for watercolor or gradient effects, keeping 
in mind that exact color reproduction may vary. Metallic colors cannot 
be printed, so attention to space, color, line weight, and design ele-
ments is crucial for success.

12
TEXTILE DESIGN

First year project
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TYPE-OH-GRAPHY
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KALEIDOSCOPIC SYMMETRYEMOJI PLAY
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TECHNICAL DRAWINGS

Building Constuction | Working drawings
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GENERAL LAYOUT 
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NEW BUILDWORK
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ELECTRICAL PLAN
NTS
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LIGHTING PLAN
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FLOOR FINISH LAYOUT
NTS
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DOOR AND WINDOW SCHEDULE
NTS
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TECHNICAL DRAWINGS
Fernwood | Kitchen Joinery
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